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R. Kozma, J.E. Hoogenboom, H. van Dam: Experimental study of the field-of-view 
of neutron detectors towards thermohydraulic perturbances. KFKI-1988-24/G 

ABSTRACT 

An electrically heated simulated fuel assembly has been placed into the 
core of the 2 MW reactor of the IRI, Delft. In this paper the recent results 
concerning the detection of coolant boiling in the simulated fuel assembly 
are introduced. 

It has been ascertained that neutron noise spectra remained unchanged 
when subcooled boiling appeared, and that they have changed to a greater ex
tent when developed volume boiling took place in the channels. This phenomenon 
was applied in studying the field of view of neutron detectors. 

P. Коэма, Й.Е. Хохенбом, Х. ван Дам: Экспериментальное исследование дальности 
чувствительности нейтронных датчиков относительно теплогидравлических анома
лий. KFKI-1988-24/G 
АННОТАЦИЯ 

В активной зоне исследовательского реактора Политехнического университе
та Делфт (Голландия) была помещена модель тепловыделяющей сборки с электриче
ским нагревом. В настоящей работе приведены новейиие результаты исследований, 
связанных с кипением теплоносителя. 

Показано, что спектры нейтронного шума при наступлении недогретого кипе
ния остаются неизменными. Значительное измерение наблюдается только в случае 
развитого объемного кипения. Это свойство использовано нами для анализа даль
ности чувствительности нейтронных датчиков. 

Kozma R., Hoogenboc^i J.E., Van Dam Н.: Neutrondetektorok termohidraulikai 
anomáliákra vonatkozó látótávolságának kísérleti vizsgálata. KFKI-1988-24/G 

KIVONAT 
A Delfti Egyetem 2 MW-os kutatóreaktorának zónájába egy elektromosan 

fűtött fütőköteg modellt helyeztek el, melynek segítségével a hűtőközeg 
forrásának állapotait lehetett vizsgálni. A jelen munkában ezen vizsgálatok 
legutóbbi eredményeit mutatjuk be. 

Bizonyítást nyert, hogy a neutronzaj spektrumok érzéketlenek maradtak 
az aláhütött forrás fellépésére, s csak jelentős térfogati forrás kialakulá
sakor változtak számottevően. Ezt a jelenséget felhasználtuk a neutrondetek
torok látótávolságának vizsgálatára. 



INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of therraohydraulic anomalies is important for reactor 
safety. In the past 15 years very many measurements have been carried out 
in this field. In such exoeriments two different approaches ara commonly 
used. The first one, which is the simpler from the technical point of view, 
is the introduction of air bubbles into the core. The air bubbles move upwards 
in the channel, thus causing propagating perturbations of density. In this 
way it can be studied how the void affects the noise signals of neutron de
tectors (ND) located either in the surroundings of, or at a larger distance 
from "ie perturbation. The results of such measurements helped to reveal the 
structure of the neutron noise field, to identify its 'local-global* character 
and to analyse in detail the local changes of the neutron noise, Fuge (1977), 
Kosály (1982). This method, however, has certain limitations, because with 
the help of noncondensable air bubbles the generation and collapse of bubbles 
cannot be modelled properly. 

An adequate treatment requires inducing actual boiling in the test sec
tion. This was done at the 5 MW research reactor of the EIR, Switzerland, 
where boiling was generated in a small part of the core by decreasing the flow 
rate through the core and by increasing the reactor power, Behringer (1982). 
Boiling of the coolant was detected by analysis of the noise signals of 
Ionisation chambers located in the reflector and optically, as well. Experi
ments with actual coolant boiling were carried out on a zero power critical 
assembly by Aguilar (1984). 

Boiling was induced by decreasing the flow rate in a specially prepared 
fuel assembly located in the Reinsberg NPP, see e.g. Werner (1986). In the 
experimental assembly self-powered neutron detectors (spnd) and thermocouples 
(TC) were located at various spatial positions. Analysing the noise signals 
of spnd-s and TCs, developed boiling was detected in the core when the flow 
rate was decreased from the usual operational level to 30-40%. 

In the NIOBE (Noise Investigations on Boiling Effects) project, boiling 
of the coolant in an electrically heated model of the fuel assembly was 
studied at the research reactor HOR at IRI, the Netherlands, Hoogenboom 
(1935). Here the signals of spnd-s and axially displaced TCs were available. 

The effect of the neutron field on the heat sources and consequently 
on the thermohydraulic processes is neglected when electrical heating in the 
plates is used. As a result, in this setup only a part of the actual physical 
processes can be investigated. 
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This disadvantage could be avoided by applying the signals of NDs to 
control the heating power, thus closing the interrupt feedback loop. However, 
during the measurements such an electrically controlled loop had not yet been 
installed. Thus only the effect of the thermohydraulic state of the coolant 
(one phas^ flow, subcooled boiling, saturated boiling with slug flow) on the 
neutron noise is considered. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET- IP 
In the experiments on boiling detection a simulated M™R type fuel assem

bly with 3 fuel plates was used instead of the bundle of 19 plates of a normal 
fuel assembly. The total ler.gth of a fuel plate is 625 mm. the distance be
tween the plates is 3 mm, both in the actual and simulated assemblies. Only 
the width of the plates had to be increased, to accomodate the wires for the 
electrical heating, from 1.1 mm of the actual case to 4 mm in the model. 
Heating wires are placed in the plates in a special pattern, in order to have 
an axial heat profile in every plate which approximates the cosine profile 
of the power distribution in the reactor. 

The outer dimensions of the simulated assembly equal the dimensions of an 
actual assembly, thereby allowing it to be placed in the core replacing an 
actual assembly. For safety reasons, however, the experimental assembly was 
located not in the core, but in the first row of the reflector, adjacent to . 
an actual fuel assembly. 

The experimental assembly has its own coolant loop separate from the 
main water volume of the pool. The energy supply enables variation of the 
heating power in 3 steps. At the same time the flow rate can be varied using 
an electrically controlled valve. In this way various stages of boiling can 
be induced during the measurements. 

Thermocouples are fixed in the plates together with the heating wires.' 
There are 5 TCs distributed at different axial positions in each plate. 

Two strings of cadmium self-powered neutron detectors were used in the 
experiments. The strings consists of two detectors with a length of 20 mm 
each, the distance between the detectors in one string is 140 mm. One of 
these strings is located on the core side, the other on the reflector side 
of the plates. The schematic view of the detector locations and the cross 
section of the assembly are shown in Fig. 1. 

Due to the limited number of the measuring channels all together 12, 
the signals of 3 ND strings and 6 TCs (1.5, 2.1. 2.4, 2.5, 3.5) have been 
recorded. The measurements were analysed off-line. During the analysis the 
signals of one string proved to be false. Finally signals of two ND strings 
and 6 TCs could oe used, as depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.l. Schematic view of the measuring section 
(a) cross section of the simulated assembly 
(b) positions of TCs and spnd-s 

QUALITATIVE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In this section features of temperature fluctuations are studied. It 
will, be pointed out how the onset of boiling can Ъе recognized on the basis 
of Measured power spectral density functions of temperature noise. 

The strong coupling between the neutronic and the thermohydraulic pro
cesses has to be taken into account in the description of the coolant flow 
in ci reactor channel. The reactor noise field, i.e. the small fluctuations 
of i he state-variables characterising the behaviour of the system, is de
termined by the above processes. 

During boiling diagnostics the inverse problem arises, namely the ident
ifier it ion of the thermohydraulic state of the coolant has to be carried out 
by analysing the components of the reactor noise field. Tho successful solu
tion of this task needs the understanding of physical processes contributing 
to t.ie reactor noise. 

A great deal of valuable theoretical and experimental work has been 
done -o analyse the thermohydraulic properties of two-phase flow, see e.g. 
Delhaye (1976), Ishii (1975). Katona's ideas (1978) have been applied and 
deve.'oped further during the experiments at the Rheinsberg NPP. The results 
of tiiase latter works have demonstrated that noise signals of in-core TCe 
are r uitable for investigating the thormohydraulic state of the coolant, 
see e.g. Werner (19Ь6) . 

In the following the main results of the above experimental work are 
summarized. Лп important feature of r,he thermocouples used in the measure
ments is that they give a signal that is averaged spatially in the sensitiv-
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ity volume of the detector. Moreover, due to their thermal inertia, the TCs 
average in the time domain as well. According to Katona's (1?78) measurements 
the RMS of the coolant temperature fluctuations changes in a very character
istic way with increasing heat flux; see Fig. 2. 
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Fig.г. Intensity of temperature fluctuations as a 
function of the heating power, Katona (1978) 

The above result is obtained on an out-of-core thermohydraulic loop 
with upward flow of the coolant in an electically heated tube, where the 
temperature fluctuations were measured in the upper part of the tube. 

In Fig. 2 three characteristic parts are found. Further analysis of 
the thermohydraulic conditions shows that these parts correspond to sub-
cooled boiling, volume boiling and annular flow respectively. It is remark
able that the temperature fluctuations increase in the flow with subcooled 
boiling and decrease as soon as the state of volume boiling had been reached. 

These results have been checked at the experimental fuel assembly placed 
in the core of the 70 MWth PWR Rheinsberg. The flow rate through the assembly 
could be reduced with a special valve, thus inducing different types of 
boiling. It is seen in Fig. 3 how the noise signals of the TCs vary when 
mort and more steam emerges by reducing the flow rate, Werner (1986). 

In Fig. 3 sir.ilar regions are found as in Fig. 2. The intensive in
crease followed by the decrease of RMS is obvious for TCs at higher positions, 
while there is a continuous growth in the RMS of TCs at the bottom. The 
results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 can be interpreted as follows. 
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Fig.3. RMS of tempsrature fluctuations as a function of 
steam content x, Werner (198$). 

(a) RMS for different TCs 
(h) positions of TCs 

Fluctuations of the coolant temperature are partly of external origin 
with regard to the core. These inlet temperature fluctuations enter the core 
and propagate axially through the coolant channels. The other part of the 
temperature fluctuations is generated inside the channels due to the turbulent 
heat transfer processes between the heated plate and the coolant. 

In single-phase flow the temperature fluctuations grow when the heat 
flux is increased because of intensification of the turbulent heat transfer 
processes. There are several causes of the increased temperature noise RMS 
measured during subcooled boiling. 

Temperature fluctuations detected by a TC increased in the flow with 
subcooled boiling, because of the big difference between the temperature of 
the coolant and the bubbles having the temperature of saturation (T 8). 
Additionally, the large radial temperature gradient in the subcooled flow 
results in increasing turbulence, which yields still higher temperature 
fluctuations. Finally, because of the periodic birth of steam bubbles the 
amount of heat transferred to the coolant has unequal distribution in time, 
which contributes to increasing temperature fluctuation. The birth and 
collapse of bubbles are relatively low-frequency effects, so the above-men
tioned increase in the amplitude of fluctuations haj to appear at low 
frequencies, too; Katona (1978). 

Temperature fluctuations in the sensitive volume of the TC decrease a» 
the degree of subcooling of the coolant is reduced by increasing the heat 
flux (Fig. 2) or diminishing the flow rate (Fig. 3). Approaching the satura
tion temperature the radial temperature gradient in the channel decreases, 
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thereby reducing the turbulence. These effects yield falling RMS values, as 
is seen in the decreasing part of the curves in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Both the water and the steam phases have temperature T when saturated 
boiJing ot the coolant occurs, thus temperature fluctuations cannot arise 
because of the temperature difference between the phases. There are tempera
ture fluctuations in the coolant in this case, too, due to the variation of 
T determined by the pressure fluctuations in the core. This behaviour is 
s 
seen in that part of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where the highest values of heating 
power/steam content are depicted. 

The behaviour of the temperature noise RMS presented above directly 
influences the magnitude of the APSDs of temperature fluctuations. In single-
phase flow the magnitude of the APSD of temperature fluctuations increases 
with increasing heat flux in a wide frequency range, due to the intensifica
tion of turbulent heat transfer processes. 

If the heat flux is increased the wall temperature must reach T at a 
certain position. On further increasing the heat flux subcooled boiling will 
start at the given surface position. When subcooled boiling occurs the 
magnitude of APSDs of temperature fluctuations strongly increases at low 
frequencies. When it reaches the state of saturated boiling this increase 
ceases, so this effect is able to serve as an efficient indicator of the 
subcooled boiling during the following discussions. 

Further on, the results of HOR experiments will be analysed on the 
theoretical basis introduced above. 

BOILING DETECTION IN THE HOR 

Different thermohydraulic states of the coolant can be produced in the 
assembly by modifying the heating power and the flow rate. Three different 
heating power levels were applied during the experiments at a given flow 
rate. The flow rate (G) was fixed first at 300 1/h, then at 450 1/h; the 
heating power values (P) are jiven in Table I. 

•л 

Table I. Parameters of the experiments 

Experiment I. II. III. 1. 2. 3. 

P (kW) 9.5 14.0 18.2 9.5 14.0 18.2 
G (1/h) 300 300 300 450 450 450 

Thus experiments with increasing serial numbers correspond to increasing 
heating powers. 
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The stationary temperatures recorded by TCs located in the plates give 
a good picture of the thermohydraulic conditions produced in the channels, 
see Fig. 4. 
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Fig.4- Temperatures in the middle plate 
(a) experiments I, II and III 
(b) experimepts 1, 2 and 3 

In Fig. 4 dotted lines stand for the T . It~. value is equal to 117 C, 
corresponding to a pressure of 1.7 atm in the core. 

The stationary temperature values can be used to draw some preliminary 
conclusions about the thermohydraulic state of the coolant in the measure
ments. For example, one can be sure that at the level of the lowest TCs 
there is one-phase flow in every measurement. On the other hand the 3rd and 
4th TCs in experiments III and 3 show very high temperatures (their values 
exceed T by r.iore than 10 °C), so at these positions boiling of the coolant 
roust be present. 

Subcooled boiling occurs if the maximum wall surface temperature reaches 
T . The real temperature of the surface might, however, differ from the 
measured temperatures due to several factors. The axial microstructure of the 
heat distribution in the plates shows periodic maxima and minima. The maxima 
occur in the surroundings of the heating wire, but the minima coincide with 
the positions of the TCs. Due to this effect the measured temperatures always 
lag behind the maximum temperature in the plate. On the other hand one has to 
consider that the TCs are built into the plates, thus they do not measure 
the surface temperature. The temperature indicated by a TC is higher than 
the surface temperature around that TC. 

The above effects are rather weak. However, they have to be considered 
when trying to determine the onset of boiling. It can be concluded that the 
maximum temperature of the surface may exceed the maximum of the temperatures 
recorded by the TCs of a plate, as the maximum of the axial temperature 
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profile does not necessarily coincide with one of the TC positions. Thus 
subcooied boiling can occur on the surface, not only when the signals cf 
TCs reach or exceed T g , but at lower temperature values as well. 

In an ideal case all the thermohydraulic properties of the assembly. 
i.e. heat losses and pressure drop coefficients in each channel etc. , were 
known. It can then be determined exactly whether there is boiling in the 
channel or not. 

In the present experiments however, most of these parameters are 
unknown, so the exact calculation of the coolant thermohydraulic state is 
impossible. In this case only a few very characteristic flow patterns, 
namely one-phase flpw and developed volume boiling, can be identified on the 
basis of the stationary temperature values. The transition between these 
two states and, consequently, the onset of boiling, cannot be studied in 
this way. Analysis of the noise components of TC signals will be used for 
that purpose in the following. 

First the temperature noise field of single-phase flow will be studied. 
In Fig. 5 the temperature nois'. APSDs of the lowest TC in the middle plate 
are shown. 

TC 2.1 
ID' 2 

ID' 3 

10" 4 

ID'5 

JO"6 

о г ч в 8 io 
FREQUENCY (Hi) 

Fig.5. Temperature noise APSDs of TC 2.1 with 
increasing heat fluxes/ G-300 i/h 

The curves in Fig. 5 are continuously shifted upwards when the heating 
power is increased. This means that the amplitude of the temperature noise 
increases at each frequency with increasing heating power. On the basis of 
data presented in Fig.4 it has been concluded that at the lowes TC level 
there is one-phase flow in every measurement. This conclusion is supported 
by the results of Fig. 5, as continuous growth of temperature fluctuations 
in a wide frequency range is typical of one-phase flow according to the 
theory of the previous section. Different behaviour is found in Figs. 6, 7 
and 8. 
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Fig.7. APSDs of TC 2.4 in measure
ments J:, II and III 
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Fig.8. APSDs of TC 2.5 in measurements I, IX and III 

Figures 6 to 8 correspond t o TC positions in the middle and upper part of 
the core. There i s no continuous shifting of the curve* any more; instead, 
several curves cross each other. If one varies the heating power the magnitude 
of the temperature APSDs increases at some frequencies and decreases at others. 
The same conclusion i s val id for the top TCs of the f i r s t and the third plates 
a» well; see Figs. 9 and 10. 
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Fig.10. APSD of TC 3.5 in measure
ments I, II and III 

Curves in Figs. 6 to 10 depart from the trend in Fig. 4, which is an 
indication of the presence of boiling noise at the detector positions in 
Figs. 6 to 10. 

The amplitude of the temperature APSD is extremely high in rigs. 9 and 
10 at low-frequencies (below 1 Hz) during experiment I, i.e. at the lowest 
heating power level. This remarkable feature disappeared in both figures when 
the heating was increased (experiment II). That is to say, in experiment II 
the APSD magnitude was reduced considerably below 1 Hz and increased a little 
at higher frequencies in comparison with experiment I. 

This behaviour can be explained in the following way: TCs 1.5 and 3.5 
have detected subcooled boiling in case *~ the intense growth of the 
APSD magnitude at low frequencies is tj_ . for the subcooled boiling 
according to the theoretical conclusions in the second section. On further 
raising the? power level the state of saturated boiling will be reached 
(experiment XI), which causes the diminishing magnitude of the spectra at 
low frequencies. 

The similarity in the behaviour of TCs 1.5 and 3.5 obtained during ex
periments I and II disappears when a higher power level is applied, compare 
curve:; III in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. In the case of TC 3.5 (Fig. 10) the curve 
III changes only slightly compared with curve II. This behaviour indicates 
that the temperature fluctuations stay more or less unchanged when saturated 
boiling of the coolant is reached. 

But TC 1.5 detects a considerably increased temperature noise field at 
the highest power level. This effect can be explained in the following way« 
one of the cooling channels, which is adjacent to the first fuel plate, 
differs a little from the others in so far as technical features are concerned. 
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These small differences lead to the presence of relatively high void contents 
in that channel. Laige void contents result in high hydraulic resistance in 
the narrow channels, so thermohydraulic instabilities may occur. The steam 
leaves the channel periodically in the norm of larger and smaller steam 
packets. 

At the upper TCs of the middle plate (2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) no low-frequency 
growth of the AvSD magnitudes is found during experiment I. Thus subcooled 
boiling cannot be exactly localized in this case. In Fig. 11 the APSDs of 
TCs of the middle plate are depicted for measurement I. Figure 11 indicates 
clearly the significant change of the coolant thermohydraulic state that 
occurs somewhere between the axial positions of TC 2.1 and ТС 2.З. 

CRSE I 

FREOUENCT (Hi) 
Fig.11. APSDs of the temperature noise in 

the middle plate, experiment X. 

The temperature APSD magnitudes increase when moving from the lowest 
position to the middle of the plate and continuously decrease when moving 
towards the top of the plate. Analogous conclusions are valid for the tempera
ture APSDs during experiments II and III; Figs. 12 and 13. 
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Fig.13. APSDs of the temperature 
noise in the middle plate, 
experiment III. 

The saturation temperature is reached on the surface of the second plate 
somewhere between the 2.1 and 2.3 TC positions, see Fig. 4. Thus it can be 
supposed that the features investigated in Figs. 11 to 13 are the consequences 
of the coolant boiling that started in the environment of TC 2.3 and develop
ed further in the upper part of the core. In the following this interpreta
tion of temperature noise spectra will be used. 

The low-frequency increase in the APSD of TCs 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 in curves 
III in Figs. 6, 7 and 8, respectively, indicates that the high void fluctua
tion detected by TC 1.5 is registered by the upper TCs of the middle plate 
as well. It was shown earlier in this section that TC 3.5 did not detect this 
low-frequency phenomenon. Thus the high void fluctiation of experiment III 
must be located closer to the first and second plate than to the third one. 
On the other hand TC 2.1 at the bottom of the plate does not detect the 
low-frequency void fluctuation thus this effect takes place in the upper 
regions of the assembly. 

This conclusion is not suprising, as due to the upward flow of the 
coolant, a high void content may arise first of all in the upper part of the 
assembly. 

Summarizing the main conclusions of the present section it has to be 
mentioned first that boiling starts in the middle of the two cooling channels, 
next to the second plate in the case of tne lowest heating power (experiment 
I ) . Subcooled boiling was detected in the outer two channels during this 
experiment. There was saturated boiling of the coolant in experiment I in 
the upper part of the assembly, and in experiments II and III as well. 

Applying the highest heating power (case III) very high void content 
takes place in the environment of plates 1 and 2 in the upper regions of the 
assembly. The exact determination of the void content is not possible during 
the present experiments. It was found that the void fraction that developed 
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during experiment III leaves the channel periodically in the form of steam-
packets (slug-type flow). The characteristic time constant of the process 
is -2.5 sec. 

In Pigs. 14 to 19 the APSDs of the TCs are shown for the flow rate of 
450 1/h. In this case with higher flow rate there are usually lower plate 
temperatures than in the case of 300 1/h, compare Figs. 4.a and 4.b. The 
difference, however, is not too great. This means that Figs. 14 to 19 can be 
interpreted in similar ways as Figs. 5 to 10, consequently these figures are 
given without any special comment. 
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EVALUATION OF THE NEUTRON NOISE MEASUREMENTS 

Earlier measurements of Hoogenboom et al. (1985) at the HOR show that 
during the experiments without boiling the coherence of two different neutron 
detectors (ND) is almost equal to one, and the phase of the CPSDs is nearly 
zero. The neutron noise field changes when boiling emerges in the channels. 
The magnitudes of the neutron APSDs increase in the regions with high void 
fraction while the coherence diminishes and the zero phase disappears. 

The main goal of the present section is to reveal v/hich stage of the 
boiling is indicated by neutron detectors and what kind of neutron noise 
features belong to the thermohydraulic states identified previously. 

In Fig. 20 APSDs of four neutron detectors are given, the heating 
power was increased in 3 steps. 

Curves of experiments I and II draw near to each other for every ND. 
TiiiB behaviour indicates that the NDs do not register any difference between 
these two states. It has been concluded from the thermohydraulic noise 
analysis that subcooled boiling and onset of boiling took place in the upper 
part of the assembly during experiment I, and that there was developed volume 
boiling at the highest TC position during experiment II. So none of the NDs 
indicates saturated volume boiling in experiment II. 
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Normalized APSDs of the spnd noise with 
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This result is a bit surprising, for the boiling detected by TCs 2.3, 
2.4 and 2.5 must be very close to the NDs. The distance between the upper 
NDs and the fifth level TCs is 9-10 cm, between the upper NDS and TC 2.4 only 
5 cm, and between the lower NDs and TC 2.3 about 2-3 cm. 

Developed volume boiling occurring in the upper half of the assembly 
has only a very short-range effect on the neutron noise field during experi
ment II. In this sense the thermohydraulic perturbation is strongly 'localized' 
from the neutronic point of view. 
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This result shows the limits of boiling detection methods based on in
vestigations of the 'local' neutron noise component, as in that way not only 
the subcooled boiling, but also the first stage of the volume boiling remain
ed undetected. The relationship between the present conclusions and the 
'local-global' theory of neutron noise will be treated at the end of the 
present section. 

On further increasing the heating power the neutron noise field changes 
to such an extent that finally most of the measured neutron APSDs will 
change as well. The upper NDs of both strings and the lower ND of the second 
string indicate variation in the neutron noise in experiment III. Only the 
noise spectrum of the lower ND of the first string does not change. 

Comparison of the signals of NDII/L and NDI/L shows that the thermo-
hydraulic perturbation alters the signal of NDII/L, but this perturbation 
does not affect NDI/L, i.e. it is outside the 'field-of-view' of NDI/L. 

The different behaviour of two lower NDs may be due to their different 
spatial positions, as the second ND string is 6 cm closer to the core than 
the first one. To solve this problem additional neutron noise measurements 
and theoretical calculations of field-of-view of NDs are needed. However, 
in the light of the thermohydraulic analysis of the previous section import
ant conclusions can be drawn. 

TC noise signals show that the coolant boiling in experiment III arose 
in the neighbourhood of the first and second plates. It is supposed that the 
divergence in behaviour of NDs is caused by the difference in distance of 
NDs and the thermohydraulic noise source. Taking into account the spatial 
arrangement of the NDs, a stronger effect is expected at the detectors of 
the second string. 

The magnitudes of the APSDs support the above assumption. That is to say, 
the growth of the APSD magnitude is the highest in the case of NDII/H, and 
it is followed by NDI/H and NDII/L. There is no significant variation in 
the spectrum of NDI/L. 

A low-frequency peak appears in the APSD of NDII/H, while the rest of 
the NDs do not indicate these perturbations at all. By comparing the APSDs 
of the upper two detectors in case III it is clear that NDI/H indicates some 
boiling, but the low-frequency void fluctuation is still outside its field 
of view. At the same time NDII/H detects both the boiling and the low-frequ
ency void fluctuation. 

If one compares the neutron APSDs in one string it can be seen that 
at higher frequencies (above 1-2 Hz) the magnitudes of the APSDs increase 
when taking higher axial positions due to the increasing level of the thermo
hydraulic perturbations, i.e. density fluctuations. 

An important conclusion of the present section is that NDs were in
sensitive to the rise of developed volume boiling in experiments 1 and II 
in spite of the fact that the distance between the detectors and the boiling 
was only 3 to 10 cm. The ND signals changed only at very high level of the 
boiling, during experiment III. 
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Ti.as the sensitivity limit of a boiling detection method based on the 
analysis of the 'local' neutron noise component is rather low. The early 
detection of boiling and especially the indication of subcooled boiling 
cannot be successful in this way. For this purpose other methods are needed. 

Relying upon the above findings one might have the opinion that the 
detection of subcooled boilinc, can hardly be realized at all by neutron 
noise diagnostics as there is no characteristic change in the ND signals in 
that cas:-. But this is not so. 

The character of the 'local' neutron noise component is more or less 
the same for both research and power reactors. There is, however, an essential 
difference between these reactor types in the thermohydraulic feedback effects. 
At the intermediate-power HOR the thermohydraulic feedback is rather weak, 
Kozma (1986), but in a power reactor feedback effects are very strong below 
a few Hz. 

It is shown in the work of Kozma (1985) that the 'local' component of 
the neutron noise is not affected by the feedback, but the remaining part of 
the neutron noise field is. In the case of strong feedback the 'local-global' 
theory is not valid. Instead low-frequency spatial effects occur, Kozma, 
Meakó (1985). 

The feedback is very sensitive to the thermohydraulic state of the 
coolant, thus the above-mentioned low-frequency spatial bahaviour of the 
neutron noise field may be used for boiling detection at nuclear rower 
reactors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the present studies was to identify different stages of 
boiling during the HOR experiments. The electrical heating power was in
creased while the flow rate was maintained constant, thus inducing a single-
phase flow, and afterwards subcooled boiling and finally developed volume 
boiling of the coolant in the experimental assembly. 

The conclusions of the experimental work are as follows: 
1. The stationary temperatures measured by the plate TCs were suitable for 

identifying the one-phase flow in deeply subcooled water. On the other 
hand high plate temperatures (which were much higher than T ß) gave 
evidence of the presence of saturated volume boiling in the channels. 
But detection of the subcooled toiling was not possible in this way. 

2. One-phase flow and volume boiling could be identified on the basis of 
noise analysis of TC signals. The results are in full agreement with 
the findings obtained with the help of stationary temperature values. 
In addition, noise analysis makes it possible to study subcooled 
boiling and the thermohydraulic state of the coolant can be identified 
during the experiments. 
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3. Temperature noise signals showeä the appearance of high void fraction 
fluctuation at the highest heating power. The steam produced in the 
narrow cooling channel froms steam-packets, which left the channel 
periodically. The characteristic time-constant of this process was 
2.5 sec. Analysis of neutron noise signals support this conclusion.; 

4. Subcooled boiling and the onset of boiling could not be detected using 
HDs. This behaviour phows that the field of view of the NDs is very 
limited. The neutron noise signals remained unchanged, though at a 
distance of 3-10 cm developed volume boiling arose. Only the steam-
packets in the slug-type flow during measurement III caused changes in 
the neutron noise. 

5. The very limited field of view of NDs sh^ws that a method aimed at 
diagnosing the subcooled boiling cannot be based on the investigation 
of the 'local* neutron noise component only. For successful boiling 
diagnostics the thermohydraulic feedback at low frequencies has to be 
considered. 
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